Making adjustments is easy. Simply loosen the Thumb Screw and move the collar up or down the Steel Grade Stake - with or without the string attached.  

No more wasted time struggling with knots!

A product of Cappuccio Enterprises

U.S. Patent 6,421,926

STRINGALONG can handle many string lines at a time.

A. Gripping Teeth hold string lines securely.

B. The Lock Notch for beginning and end of string line runs to insure no slippage of string.

Set once with a laser or transit and you are done!

Shipping Weight:
Bag (12 units) - 2 lb (1 kg)
Case (24 bags) - 48 lb (22 kg)
Master Pack (4 cases) - 95 lb (43 kg)

One handed adjustment of STRINGALONG

PAVE TECH, INC.
PO Box 576 Prior Lake, Minnesota 55372 USA
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STRINGALONG Steel Grade Stakes

Great for stringline and setting grade! Comes predrilled for use with wood forms. Steel Stakes 3/4" x 24" with 16 D nail holes. Shipping Weight: 33 lb (15 kg)

STRINGALONG Steel Stake Puller

Steel Stake Puller works on all lengths of round and flat steel stakes and fence posts. The Stake Puller’s Shipping Weight: 15 lb (7 kg)

LASERSQUARE™ PRO

90° Vertical Dual Laser with Hard Case

Rugged, molded, padded, plastic case includes: 2 laser targets, 1 set laser-enhancing glasses, 1 cast aluminum LASERSQUARE PRO, 1 set C batteries. Place for extra set of C batteries.

Shipping Weight: 3 lb (1.5 kg)

When shooting longer lines for bond straightening, use supplied targets.

Initial layout, reference checking or setting.

Laser lines give the opportunity to snap permanent chalkline.
Laser Level
Transit, Tripod, Rod, and Target for Jobsite Layout

Quick setup... Simple to use... Speeds elevation checking
All on one Hard Case design... Nothing left behind

All components nest perfectly into hard case. There is even a spot for an extra D battery.

Grooved Rod allows for easily adjusted friction fit Target. Target uses 9 Volt battery. Shoot Laser from both front and back of target. Visual and audible indicators.

Operates on 1 D battery. Simple operation: Self leveling Laser is permanently attached to tripod. Laser head adjustment is easy with spring tensioner.

1. Set tripod feet into soil.
2. Adjust laser head, so that bubble level is near center.
3. Push "on" button.
4. Unit will self-level and show green light. You are good to go.

Aluminum 3 ft Rod sections snap and lock together.

Shipping Weight: 22 lb (10 kg)
PAVERSQUARE PRO
48” x 68” Folding Layout Square (90’ x 45’)

Rugged, Lightweight, Patented Design
Folds for Storage and Transport

World’s Best Paver Retaining Wall
and Masonry Layout Square

Perfect 45° and 90° Angles

Shipping Weight: 6 lb (3 kg) each

Distributed by:

www.PaveTech.com